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As the war in Ukraine unfolds, Russian propaganda about the conflict has gotten a boost from a friendly source: government officials and state media out of Beijing. In multiple languages and regions around the world, China’s “wolf warrior” diplomats and state media routinely amplify Kremlin conspiracy theories rationalizing President Vladimir Putin’s invasion, and undermining the credibility and appeal of the United States, NATO, and independent media — even as China declines to endorse the Kremlin’s adventurism wholesale. This spring, for example, China’s messengers promoted the baseless Russian claim that the United States has been supporting a biological weapons program in Ukraine — at times, more aggressively than Russia itself.

Because Russian state media have been de-amplified or banned by multiple Western social media platforms, Beijing’s messaging could play an outsized role in channeling Kremlin talking points to audiences around the world.

These narratives do not just spread on social media. Beijing’s state-funded publishers have considerable success in a domain that has received comparatively little attention: search results.

For months, our team has been tracking how China has exploited search engine results on Xinjiang and COVID-19, two subjects that are geopolitically salient to Beijing — Xinjiang, because the Chinese government seeks to push back on condemnation of its rights record; COVID-19, because it seeks to deflect criticism for its early mishandling of the pandemic. In both cases, Beijing is quite focused on positioning itself as a responsible global leader and softening perceptions to the contrary.

To evaluate these concerns, we compiled daily data over a 120-day period on 12 terms related to Xinjiang and COVID-19 from five different sources: (1) Google Search; (2) Google News; (3) Bing Search; (4) Bing News; and (5) YouTube.
We found that:

- Chinese state media are remarkably effective at influencing the content returned for the term "Xinjiang" across several search types. "Xinjiang," which is among the most neutral terms in our data set, regularly returned state-backed content across news searches, with at least one Chinese state-backed news outlet appearing in the top 10 results in 88% of searches (106 out of 120 days searched). On YouTube, state media appeared among the top 10 results in searches for “Xinjiang” in 98% of searches (118 out of 120 days searched).

- Consistent with past research, search results for conspiratorial terms across all search types yielded a high volume of state-driven content. Take, for example, the term “Fort Detrick” — a military base in Maryland that housed the United States’ biological weapons program from 1943 to 1969 and has become a central figure in China’s efforts to spread disinformation about the origins of the coronavirus outbreak. On YouTube, searches for “Fort Detrick” regularly returned state-backed content, with 619 observations of videos from Chinese state media outlets appearing in the top 10 search results during our study (or around five per day). Similarly, “Unit 731,” a biological and chemical weapons research unit located in Japan-occupied China during World War II and a subplot in China’s efforts to connect the origins of the coronavirus outbreak to Fort Detrick, appeared on the first page of search results for news searches every single day of data collection.

- Both news search (Google News and Bing News) and YouTube search are much more likely to disseminate Chinese state media than web search. Chinese state media accounted for roughly 22% of the observed pages and 25% of observed channels in search results for queried topics related to Xinjiang and the origins of the coronavirus on news and YouTube searches, respectively. By comparison, Chinese state media accounted for only 6% of results for the same queried topics on Google and Bing web search.

- Terms tied to the pandemic were less likely to return state-backed content than terms tied to Xinjiang, likely due to the considerable attention platforms have paid to moderating COVID-19 content.

- Because of China’s extensive content hosting and influencer arrangements, our research likely underestimates the prevalence and prominence of Chinese state media in search results, given the challenges of identifying this content republished in seemingly independent sources. In our dataset, at least 19 different sources that are not officially affiliated with the Chinese government but regularly republished Chinese state media content verbatim (e.g., the Helsinki Times) appeared in top search results. Including observations from only those 19 sources would increase the total number of Chinese state media occurrences in search results by nearly 10%.

To address these findings, we propose that companies:

- Address hosting, reposting, and syndication, recognizing that agreements between international news outlets and Chinese state media are a significant avenue for the proliferation of Beijing’s narratives, including misleading and conspiratorial content. Potential remedies include clear labels and links to the original source.

- Expand the practice of labeling the websites of state media, agencies, and officials in search results, which provides important context to users.

- Provide notice to users when result quality is suspect, as Google has done for breaking news events, including for searches for contested terms or topics that are a battleground for search result dominance.

- Provide information on how ranking decisions regarding state content are assessed and made — including whether factors that lead to deranking (as in the case of Russian state media and Google) may have implications for content produced by other states.
• Contribute to public education about how engines find, rank, and surface content. User trust in engines like Google remains high, but there is little evidence that users have a strong understanding of the factors that determine results.

• Collaborate and share information with other search engines, as they have in the past, to improve the performance of their technologies. The goal should not necessarily be the formation of a new institution or mechanism, but rather information exchange on how to address common vulnerabilities.

Other actors can play a role too. In particular:

• Content creators who cover issues related to or of importance to Beijing — including research organizations, government officials, and activists — should develop an understanding of how audiences are searching for their stories and maintain awareness of efforts to subvert them. Considering audience behavior when tagging, using keywords, and developing communication strategies can contribute to countering misleading stories.

• Authoritative outlets should reconsider syndication agreements with state media that do not have appropriate controls to ensure editorial independence. At a minimum, they should enhance disclosure and labels to better inform audiences.

By taking these steps, companies, content creators, and authoritative outlets can ensure that Beijing is not able to dominate search results for terms related to its geopolitical interests, and that users have the information they need to contextualize the propaganda they encounter.
PART 1.
INTRODUCTION

In research and discourse about information manipulation by autocrats, social media platforms have received the bulk of attention, with good reason. Russian and Chinese state media and officials use social media to disseminate their preferred, often distorted narratives around strategic issues through their own accounts and those of sympathetic influencers and amplifiers. But social media platforms are just one component of the information ecosystem that autocrats use to spread propaganda. Search engines are also a vector for influence.

The Kremlin has repeatedly capitalized on search results to disseminate multiple, at times conflicting conspiracy theories to deflect blame for its misdeeds and seed the idea that there is no such thing as objective truth. After Russian-backed separatists in eastern Ukraine downed flight MH17 in 2014, Russian state media spread multiple false claims — including that the airliner was shot down by Ukrainians who mistakenly thought they were targeting Vladimir Putin’s plane.¹ For weeks, these claims showed up in articles from Russian state-controlled outlets on the front page of Google News results for searches of “MH17” through the site’s “Top Stories” function.² A similar phenomenon took place after the poisoning of Russian defector Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia in Salisbury in the United Kingdom in 2018, when Kremlin-backed narratives denying evidence of Russian wrongdoing and promoting alternative theories of culpability regularly appeared in search results for the term “Skripal.”³ Most recently, in the early days after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Russian propaganda performed surprisingly well in searches for key terms related to the conflict.⁴

Beijing, which has adopted other elements of Moscow’s information manipulation playbook, seems to have benefited from the same dynamic. For at least two months last year, Google News results for the term “Fort Detrick” — a U.S. Army research lab in Maryland that has been the target of a disinformation push casting it as the source of COVID-19 — were dominated by CGTN and Global Times, two Chinese state-run outlets that are central to Beijing’s information operations.⁵

Auditing the prominence of propaganda content in search results is particularly important given consistently high levels of public trust in search engines.⁶ Surveys and sociological studies suggest that users tend to view search engines as neutral conduits of information, believing that searchers are in control of what they find.⁷ The commonly repeated trope of “do your own research” — which helped fuel misinformation during the coronavirus pandemic — is far more likely to lead people to search engines than the public library. Yet as the previous examples demonstrate, the search results users encounter can also be distorted to suit a preferred narrative and may not provide the most authoritative content.⁸

This report focuses on the performance of Chinese state media in search results related to two topics that are critical to Beijing’s information agenda: Xinjiang and the COVID-19 pandemic. The objectives of this research are twofold: first, to enhance our understanding of how search engines can expose users to false or misleading information, and second, to contribute to discourse about the role and responsibilities of search engines in our information infrastructure.
PART 2.

CHINESE STATE NARRATIVES AND STRATEGIC TOPICS

The Chinese government commands a robust communication machine, including traditional global media outlets available in dozens of languages, China’s so-called “wolf warrior” diplomats, pro-government trolls, and paid social media influencers. This multilayered system allows China to shape and control narratives both overtly and covertly, reinforcing and legitimizing China’s strategic messaging. Once largely defensive in nature and designed to insulate China from supposed information threats from abroad, China’s efforts to assert narrative dominance have increasingly been waged through external propaganda aimed at foreign audiences.9

To that end, Beijing has invested heavily in its global media presence over the past decade, developing websites, news agencies, and broadcast networks with the stated goal of “telling China’s story well.”10 In less public statements, Chinese officials have been more explicit, referring to state media as the “front line of external propaganda” whose mission is “to win an acknowledged place [for China] in the global public opinion competition.”11 CGTN, the international arm of state-run China Central Television (CCTV), operates a network of international bureaus and produces news in English, Spanish, Arabic, and four other languages.12 State news agency Xinhua has content hosting agreements with outlets around the world, including in the United States.13 News websites like China Daily and Global Times provide additional avenues for the promotion of state narratives online, and China Radio International broadcasts content in more than 44 languages through radio stations across the world,14 some of which obscure their connection to the Chinese government.15

The mission of “telling China’s story well” is primarily one of propaganda: state outlets endeavor to soften the image of China’s authoritarian regime, suppress critical coverage of domestic policies, and promote Beijing-friendly narratives about both China and the world. A number of strategic topics recur within these narratives, including Taiwan, Hong Kong, Xinjiang, and, as of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic. Beijing’s information apparatus generates a large volume of content around these topics online. Chinese state-run outlets, journalists, and state officials amplify this content on social media platforms — an information loop that circulates user attention back to state media.

Beijing uses specific framing and terminology to distinguish its preferred narratives. For example, international media and human rights organizations have described China’s mass internment and forced indoctrination of Uyghurs in Xinjiang as a genocide,16 while Chinese state media17 and government officials18 have labelled genocide allegations as “the lie of the century” and flooded genocide hashtags with content that instead highlights the genocide of Native Americans.
From left to right: Examples of tweets from China’s consul general in Durban, South Africa, and China’s embassy in the Netherlands highlighting the genocide of Native Americans and referring to genocide allegations as “the lie of the century” (February 9, 2022, and December 2, 2021).

**From SpokespersonCHN**

The #US keeps calling for transparency & investigation. Why not open up Fort Detrick & other bio-labs for international review? Why not invite #WHO & int'l experts to the US to look into #COVID19 source & response?

11:27 AM · May 8, 2020 · Twitter Web App

603 Retweets 117 Quote Tweets 3,651 Likes

Tweet from China’s Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua Chunying suggesting a connection between Fort Detrick and the outbreak of the coronavirus (May 8, 2020).
This phenomenon is related to the role of search engines in the state media information loop. Search engines rely on users to conceptualize a query and retrieve information, and the search terms that an individual uses are influenced by a broad linguistic universe, defined by ideology, prior exposure to the term, and other factors. We suspect that exposure to Beijing’s narratives on social media can influence how a user searches for information about those topics. Prior research has shown that Chinese state media can rank high for Google and Bing searches for terms that regularly appear in Chinese state media — like “Fort Detrick.”

To better understand how primed keywords can lead search engine users to state media, this report focuses on terms surrounding two topics of importance to the Chinese government: Xinjiang and COVID-19. These topics were selected in part because of their prominence in Chinese messaging over the past year. Though COVID-19 was obviously a top topic among all global media outlets and governments in 2021, it received disproportionate attention from Chinese diplomats and state media. According to data collected by the Alliance for Security Democracy (ASD)’s Hamilton 2.0 dashboard, which tracks outputs of Russian, Iranian, and Chinese state-affiliated media and government officials on social media, Chinese official accounts were nearly three times more likely to mention “covid” on Twitter than comparable Russian accounts in 2021. And #covid19 and #Xinjiang were the two most frequently used hashtags on Twitter by all official Chinese accounts in 2021, with Xinjiang registering as both the top keyword and the top hashtag used by Chinese diplomats and government officials (Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1**

**Most frequent hashtags used by Chinese government officials and state media accounts in 2021**

- covid19: 41K
- Xinjiang: 13K
- XiJinping: 9K
- Hongkong: 8K
- coronavirus: 7K
- GLOBALink: 6K
- vaccine: 5K
- Beijing: 5K
- Beijing2022: 5K
- Chine: 4K

**SOURCE:** Hamilton 2.0 dashboard

Beyond the volume of content produced by Chinese state media on these topics, both Xinjiang and COVID-19 are also associated with conspiracy narratives linked to specific keywords, unlike topics such as Hong Kong and Taiwan. The unique vocabulary used by Chinese officials to discuss Xinjiang and COVID-19 diverges from language used by most international media outlets, subject matter experts, and other credible sources of information to discuss the same topics.
PART 3.
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION

To explore the prominence of Chinese state narratives across search results, we compiled daily data on 12 terms from five different sources: (1) Google Search; (2) Google News; (3) Bing Search; (4) Bing News; and (5) YouTube. We began collecting data on the 12 terms on November 1, 2021. We finished the data collection for all terms on February 28, 2022.

SEARCH TERMS

The 12 terms for which we collected data focus on two topics: Xinjiang and the COVID-19 pandemic. These terms were identified for their strategic importance through extensive monitoring of Beijing’s narratives about Xinjiang and COVID-19. For more information about why these topics and terms were chosen, refer to Part 2.

**Xinjiang-related terms**

- **Xinjiang**: The name of a region in China that is home to a number of ethnic minority groups, including the Uyghur population.
- **Uyghur**: An ethnic and religious minority group living in Xinjiang.
- **Kashgar**: A major city in the Xinjiang region.
- **Urumqi**: A major city in the Xinjiang region.
- **Adrian Zenz**: A U.S.-based anthropologist who studies Xinjiang and is frequently maligned by Beijing-backed outlets and individuals.
- **Xinjiang Debunked**: A primed term commonly promoted by Chinese state-linked accounts on social media to discredit international narratives around Chinese treatment of the Uyghur population in Xinjiang.

**Coronavirus-related terms**

- **Fort Detrick**: A U.S. military facility at the center of Beijing’s COVID-19 origin conspiracy theory.
- **Unit 731**: A biological and chemical weapons research unit located in Japanese-occupied China during World War II that Chinese messengers have connected to Fort Detrick to cast further doubt about the lab’s role in the outbreak of COVID-19.
- **EVALI Virologist**: A primed term based on Chinese state media attempts to tie outbreaks of EVALI (e-cigarette or vaping use-associated lung injury) to biological research in the United States.
- **EVALI Coronavirus**: A primed term based on Chinese state media attempts to tie outbreaks of EVALI (e-cigarette or vaping use-associated lung injury) to biological experimentation in the United States.
- **Huanan Seafood Market**: The location of the earliest believed cases of COVID-19, in Wuhan, China.
Examples of Chinese state media tweets "debunking lies" about Xinjiang and covering terrorist attacks in Xinjiang. From CGTN anchor Liu Xin and CGTN's official Twitter account (March 31, 2021 and December 8, 2019).

After WWII, Fort Detrick sheltered & recruited some notorious Nazi war criminals for their research in biological warfare. Among them were Erich Traub, head of Nazi Germany’s biological warfare lab, and Shiro Ishii, head of Unit 731 of the Imperial Japanese Army. Examples of Chinese diplomatic and state media tweets referencing Unit 731 and Fort Detrick, respectively, and suggesting a connection between COVID-19 and an outbreak of EVALI in 2019. From China's Ministry of Foreign Affairs Spokesperson Zhao Lijian and state media outlet People's Daily (June 23, 2021, and August 5, 2021).
Where possible, we collected data, including title, source, and URL, from the first page of search results for each term in our analysis, which we refer to throughout the report as “top search results.” We also noted the rank of the article on the page and the date the information was collected. On average, we collected 583 observations daily across the five sources and 12 terms. The data set for the extended period totals 70,042 observations. Following the completion of the data collection process, we classified each search engine result based on whether or not it directly originated from a Chinese government-backed outlet or organization. To complete this classification process, we relied on the outlets and accounts tracked by the Alliance for Securing Democracy’s Hamilton 2.0 Dashboard. Across all search terms and search processes, we classified 11,191 observations (16%) as state-backed media. A breakdown of observations by source and classification is included in Table 1.

For our analysis, we examine three metrics: (1) the raw number of search results per term stemming from Chinese state media; (2) the number of days Chinese state media featured among the top search results (out of a total of 120 days); and (3) the page order ranking of state and non-state media in top search results. Where applicable, we combine Google News and Bing News together as “news search” or simply “news” and Google Search and Bing Search together as “web search” or simply “search.”

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search engine</th>
<th>Total observations</th>
<th>Chinese state media observations</th>
<th>Not Chinese state media observations</th>
<th>Percentage Chinese state media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bing News</td>
<td>12,477</td>
<td>2,260</td>
<td>10,217</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google News</td>
<td>14,310</td>
<td>3,525</td>
<td>10,785</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>15,840</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>15,078</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search</td>
<td>13,255</td>
<td>1,076</td>
<td>12,179</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>14,160</td>
<td>3,568</td>
<td>10,592</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>70,042</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,191</strong></td>
<td><strong>58,851</strong></td>
<td><strong>16%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATA ANALYSIS

Broadly, we find that both the nature of the search process and the substance of the search term play a critical role in the prevalence of state-backed content across search results, both in terms of raw numbers and days where state content featured among top results. As Table 1 shows, both news and YouTube search results are much more likely to disseminate Chinese state media than web search results. However, consistent with past research, search results for more conspiratorial terms across all types of search yielded a high volume of state-driven content.

Terms tied to COVID-19 were less likely to return state-backed content than terms tied to Xinjiang, likely due to an abundance of frequently published authoritative content about the pandemic, as well as concerted efforts by the companies to protect the quality of health-related information on their platforms. Across search terms, the frequency with which Chinese state-backed media appeared in the top search results remained fairly constant over time. This is particularly notable, given that the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing occurred during the period in question. Across all terms, we do not register an obvious decline (tied potentially to a crackdown by platforms) or increase (tied potentially to a concerted effort by Beijing to “flood the zone” with favorable narratives) in state-backed content performance in search results, despite the attention paid to China during this period.

In subsequent sections, we detail additional results tied to the thematic focuses of our terms—the treatment of Uyghur populations in Xinjiang and the coronavirus pandemic. We also explain that these results are likely an undercount of the prevalence of state-backed content across search processes and terms. This is due to content hosting and influencer agreements with international news outlets and content creators across news and YouTube searches, respectively, which are widely prevalent but not counted in our classified results.

Search platforms boost state-backed media for both loaded and neutral terms tied to Xinjiang

In examining the performance of Chinese state media for terms tied to the treatment of the Uyghur population in Xinjiang, we find that state-backed content tends to regularly feature in top search results across the board. In total, 9,005 out of 41,405 search results (21%) originated from state-backed media, with four of the seven queried terms in our dataset generating over 1,000 state media results each during this period. The only term that returned fewer than 500 state media results across search types was “Uyghur.” Figure 2 illustrates these results by term and search platform.

HOW DO SEARCH ENGINES WORK?

To understand the performance of state media in search rankings, it is useful to understand how search works. Search engines function through three basic steps: (1) crawling the web to find pages, (2) indexing these pages based on unique features like keywords and images, and (3) sorting through the index in response to a query to deliver the most relevant results, which the engine ranks based on factors that include the “freshness” or “authoritativeness” of content. Engines may personalize results to a certain degree based on language, location, and past content consumption, and generally function according to their unique systems of algorithms. On social media platforms like YouTube, search functions in similar ways, though within the boundaries of the content on the platform.
We also found that more loaded terms like “Xinjiang debunked” and “Xinjiang terrorism” returned state-backed content across all three types of searches. As noted in Figure 3, across news, web, and YouTube searches, Chinese state media appeared in the top search results for these loaded terms in all but four of the 120-day period during which we monitored search performance. This is not particularly surprising given past research on the quality of search performances tied to conspiratorial terms in the United States.28

What is surprising is how well state media performed in the top searches for more neutral terms like “Adrian Zenz,” the name of an anthropologist who studies the region; “Kashgar,” a city in Xinjiang; or even just “Xinjiang,” the name of the region where the Uyghur population is concentrated (Figure 4). This suggests that regardless of whether users enter biased search queries based on previous exposure to China’s preferred narratives about Xinjiang, they are still likely to encounter Chinese state media content about the region.
FIGURE 3

Across all search types, Chinese state media appear in the top results nearly every day for loaded terms related to Xinjiang29

Out of 120 days of data collection

Search Term: Xinjiang Terrorism

Search Term: Xinjiang Debunked
Chinese state media frequently appeared in the top results on news and YouTube searches for neutral terms related to Xinjiang

Out of 120 days of data collection

Search Type: News Search

- **adrian zenz**: 119 Days, 1 Days
- **kashgar**: 120 Days, 0 Days
- **urumqi**: 120 Days, 0 Days
- **uyghur**: 110 Days, 10 Days
- **xinjiang**: 106 Days, 14 Days

Search Type: Web Search

- **adrian zenz**: 120 Days, 9 Days
- **kashgar**: 73 Days, 47 Days
- **urumqi**: 120 Days, 0 Days
- **uyghur**: 120 Days, 0 Days
- **xinjiang**: 120 Days, 0 Days

Search Type: YouTube Search

- **adrian zenz**: 118 Days, 2 Days
- **kashgar**: 118 Days, 2 Days
- **urumqi**: 88 Days, 32 Days
- **uyghur**: 120 Days, 0 Days
- **xinjiang**: 118 Days, 2 Days
Across all search types, the term “Adrian Zenz” surfaced state-backed content almost every day. Chinese sources appeared in the top search results for at least 118 out of 120 days across news, web, and YouTube search (Figure 4, column 1). The term “Kashgar” returned fewer state media articles in web search results than the term "Adrian Zenz," but state media did still appear in at least 120 and 118 days of news and YouTube results, respectively (column 2). The term “Urumqi” surfaced less state content on YouTube than most other terms, but state media did appear in top search results every day across news-based searches (column 3). “Uyghur” is the only term in our list that did not regularly return Chinese state media content, with only 10 total state-backed news results in 120 days.

These findings are consistent with prior research about how a user’s framing of search terms can influence results. Francesca Tripodi, a sociologist and media scholar at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, has explored how ideology shapes the keywords that individuals use to research divisive topics, finding stark contrasts in how search engines surface different results for ideologically biased or value-laden keywords. For example, Tripodi shows that querying Google Search with “illegal alien” and “undocumented worker” return very different results. In the case of the former, the top results in her query included content from conservative think tanks and media, as well as links to the websites of immigration agencies; in the case of the latter, top results led to news from more liberal news outlets and legal resources. Ideological beliefs are only one set of factors that can affect the keywords that people use to search for information — and, subsequently, the information they reach. In the case of Xinjiang and COVID-19, contested geopolitics play a role, shaping the way these issues are conceptualized and described online.

The surprising performance of state media for the term “Xinjiang”

Among the most surprising results in our analysis is how effective state media was at influencing the content returned for the term “Xinjiang” across several search types. “Xinjiang,” which is among the most neutral terms on our list, regularly returned state-backed content across news (106 days) and YouTube (118 days) searches (Figure 4, column 5). A closer look at the daily result in Figure 5 demonstrates that this was not a simple case of a single search result among a sea of authoritative content, but rather part of a larger patchwork of state-backed media surfaced over time. Across Bing News and YouTube in particular, state-backed media regularly occupied a position in the top three search results, and frequently appeared more than once in search results on any given day. The composition of these results did not shift over time—across the 120 days for which we collected data, state media remained a regular fixture in search results for the term “Xinjiang,” particularly on Bing News and YouTube.
The neutral term “Xinjiang” regularly surfaced Chinese state media in top results across news and YouTube searches

Out of 120 days of data collection
FIGURE 6

A typical search result for the term “Xinjiang” on YouTube (December 21, 2021)

Search results recreated using daily data. State-backed media highlighted in orange.

To better illustrate this day-to-day phenomenon for the neutral term “Xinjiang,” we recreated the search results for one day in our sample in which Chinese state media featured prominently across YouTube (Figure 6), Bing News (Figure 7) and Google News (Figure 8).
A typical search result for the term “Xinjiang” on Bing News (November 9, 2021)

Search results recreated using daily data. State-backed media highlighted in orange.
An atypical day for the term “Xinjiang” on Google News (December 14, 2021)

Search results recreated using daily data. State-backed media highlighted in orange.
For YouTube, our data for December 28, 2021, showed the second, third, and sixth results all came from known Chinese state media accounts (highlighted in red). Bing News on November 9, 2021, returned state-backed content in the second, third, fifth, and sixth positions (similarly highlighted in red). And finally, on Google News, the fourth, sixth, and seventh results for December 14, 2021, funneled users to Chinese state content. These visualizations highlight a fairly standard day for Bing News and YouTube (there are 26 other days in our study that feature Chinese state content equally or more prominently for Bing News and 14 for YouTube) and a somewhat atypical one for Google News (there are only five other days where state content is equally or more visible). The examples demonstrate how easy it is for users to inadvertently stumble across state-backed content in top search results, even for a neutral term like “Xinjiang.”

The freshness vs. novelty trade-off for state-backed content tied to COVID-19

For terms tied to the pandemic, we find that the performance of Chinese state media across search results is highly variable, both by term and source. In total, 2,186 search results out of 28,455 (7.6%) originated from state-backed media, with two of the five terms generating over 700 state media search results each in 120 days. In Figure 9, we provide some examples of state-backed media content found in our search results.
As is evident in Figure 10, Chinese state media are far less likely to surface in top search results for terms tied to coronavirus than for terms tied to Xinjiang (Figure 2). On average, one day of search yielded approximately 11 Chinese state-backed media results for each Xinjiang-related term, as compared to an average of approximately four results for terms related to the pandemic. In other words, over 120 days, results across all search types would include on average 11 results from state-run sources per term, or approximately two results per search type, per day — around four times the number of state-backed results for COVID-related terms. This remained the case even after removing more loaded terms tied to the ongoing human rights catastrophe in Xinjiang, such as “Xinjiang debunked” and “Xinjiang terrorism.” On average, each neutral Xinjiang term generated 6.5 total Chinese state media results per day across all search types, or nearly double the state-backed results for coronavirus terms (3.6).

While we can only speculate as to why this may be the case, one post-hoc explanation is that due to the ongoing pandemic, coronavirus-related topics have garnered more global attention from a diverse range of trustworthy media over the past two years — and thus generated more content, making it more difficult for state-backed outlets to shape this narrative through search results. Another possibility is that due to widespread efforts to combat coronavirus misinformation, technology companies have altered search and recommender algorithms and content moderation policies to prioritize authoritative content, but have not made the same adjustments for content related to Xinjiang.34

**FIGURE 10**

**Chinese state media appear in top search results less frequently for coronavirus terms than for Xinjiang terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Term</th>
<th>bing news</th>
<th>bing search</th>
<th>google news</th>
<th>google search</th>
<th>youtube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unit 731</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fort detrick</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evali coronavirus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huanan seafood market</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evali virologist</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>157</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For coronavirus-related terms, however, Figure 10 also highlights that the prevalence of state media in top search results varies both by term and search type. For the term “Unit 731,” Chinese state media appeared in top Google News results 596 times (or around five results per day). The remaining four search types accounted for the other 204 state media hits. On YouTube, the term “Fort Detrick” regularly returned state-backed content, with 619 hits, also around five per day. During the pandemic, Chinese state media have consistently pushed the conspiracy theory that the coronavirus originated at Fort Detrick. Across all other search types, state media appeared in top search results for the term “Fort Detrick” a total of 99 times (or just 14% of all state media hits for this term).

Despite this variance by both term and search type, Beijing-backed content does appear to have maintained a regular presence across some top search results. For news searches (Google News and Bing News), Chinese state media appeared for 55 days (out of a total of 120 days) in the top search results for the term “Huanan seafood market” — believed to be the starting point of the pandemic — and for 57 days for the term “Fort Detrick.” For the term “Unit 731,” state media appeared in news results every day of our search, especially on Google News (Figure 11, row 1).

By contrast, web search (Google Search and Bing Search) returned less state-backed content than news search for terms like “Unit 731,” “Fort Detrick,” and “Huanan seafood market,” but included a large number of Chinese state media for other terms that we examined, including “EVALI coronavirus” and “EVALI virologist” — which draw on conspiratorial links between a respiratory illness tied to vaping and symptoms that mimic those of COVID-19 (Figure 11, row 2). In days 81 and 111, respectively, state-backed media appeared in top web search results for these terms. Across web searches, we recorded no days where the term “Unit 731” returned state-backed content, despite its high prevalence across news searches.
News and web search surface state media in top results for different types of coronavirus terms, whereas YouTube regularly surfaces state-backed content across nearly all terms related to the pandemic.

Out of 120 days of data collection

Search Type: News Search

- **evali coronavirus**: 45 Days
- **evali virologist**: 2 Days
- **fort detrick**: 57 Days
- **huanan seafood market**: 55 Days
- **unit 731**: 0 Days

Search Type: Web Search

- **evali coronavirus**: 29 Days
- **evali virologist**: 9 Days
- **fort detrick**: 21 Days
- **huanan seafood market**: 15 Days
- **unit 731**: 0 Days

Search Type: YouTube Search

- **evali coronavirus**: 15 Days
- **evali virologist**: 23 Days
- **fort detrick**: 2 Days
- **huanan seafood market**: 5 Days
- **unit 731**: 3 Days
These differences between web and news results seem to be driven by the freshness of the content and the novelty of the topic. Terms like “Unit 731” and “Fort Detrick” are connected to well-established topics with longer histories than, for example “EVALI.” For these terms, web searches tend to return more authoritative content. However, due to the fact that news searches seem to prioritize the freshness of the content, they are more prone to returning state media attempts to construct new narratives around terms with long-standing roots. By contrast, terms like “EVALI virologist” and “EVALI coronavirus” may be akin to more traditional data voids, where the absence of authoritative content allows search results to be co-opted by actors attempting to shape a term’s meaning — in this case, by linking coronavirus to the rise in vaping.35

Due to the freshness vs. novelty trade-off, state-backed content performed differently across news and search, with some terms regularly surfacing Chinese state sources in one but not the other search type, and vice versa. However, on YouTube, which is largely tied to user-generated video content, pandemic-related terms regularly returned Chinese state media. For four of the five terms in our dataset, state media appeared in top search results for at least 105 out of 120 days (Figure 11, row 3). The only term that did not regularly surface state-backed media on YouTube was “EVALI virologist,” perhaps due to a dearth of content related to the term more broadly. Despite an ASD report on Chinese state media’s capture of the Fort Detrick coronavirus origin conspiracy, published one month before our data collection began, Beijing-backed content on the topic performed well on YouTube throughout the period we examined (Figure 12).36 On average, more than half of all top search results for “Fort Detrick” on YouTube included Chinese state media channels, and Chinese state media were the first result for 102 of 120 days. This is in stark contrast to the performance of the term across web and news searches (and in particular, other Google products like Google News and Google Search), where Chinese state media rarely featured in top results.
Despite a clear debunking of the Chinese state-backed narrative linking COVID-19 to Fort Detrick, state media regularly surface in top search results on YouTube.

**FIGURE 12**
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Order of Result on Page

- Chinese State Media
- Not Chinese State Media
One video on YouTube, titled “How terrifying is the history of U.S. Fort Detrick lab?” describes a “quiet town in Maryland” called Fort Detrick, “where the U.S. government conducts experiments on dangerous pathogens including close siblings of the novel coronavirus.” This video, which suggests a possible link between Fort Detrick and the pandemic, appeared in the top position 78 times and has been viewed nearly 27,000 times with approximately 1,200 likes and 700 comments, including many calling for an investigation into the research facility (Figure 13).
A network of syndicated content and influencers boosting Chinese state media

Although the results detailed in the previous section paint a complex picture of search dynamics across a variety of engines, topics, and terms, they likely fail to capture the full extent of Beijing’s efforts to influence search results. Prior analyses focused on known media outlets directly linked to the Chinese government; however, known state-affiliated domains and news outlets are not the only avenues through which Beijing-backed content appears in search results. In some cases, state-backed content can be masked by opaque hosting or influencer agreements, allowing Chinese state media to be laundered through seemingly independent sources. This not only makes these narratives more prominent across search results but also more difficult to identify.

Content hosting agreements, or web syndication, entail one entity providing content for publication and promotion on another’s website. This common marketing tactic enables creators to increase their exposure and distributors to attract more users. Chinese state media have adopted this practice. For example, the state-run press agency Xinhua has signed content hosting agreements with international news outlets, including major news aggregators like MSN as well as state news agencies like ANSA in Italy and NAN in Nigeria. As part of these agreements, international news outlets often repost content word-for-word from Xinhua. In effect, these agreements allow state narratives to spread in search results through broad-reaching news aggregators and less easily identifiable domains.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>URL of Outlet</th>
<th>Search Term</th>
<th>Source Search Process</th>
<th>Unique State Media Article Reposted</th>
<th>No. of Days in Top Search Results</th>
<th>Highest Search Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>helsinkitimes.fi</td>
<td>xinjiang debunked</td>
<td>bing search</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google search</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bignewsnetwork.com</td>
<td>kashgar</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bing search</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>urumqi</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang debunked</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bing search</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang terrorism</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>msn.com</td>
<td>urumqi</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang debunked</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bing search</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang terrorism</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>dailytimes.com.pk</td>
<td>kashgar</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>alwihdinfo.com</td>
<td>xinjiang terrorism</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>indianexpress.com</td>
<td>kashgar</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>bolnews.com</td>
<td>urumqi</td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ukranews.com</td>
<td>kashgar</td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>urumqi</td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xinjiang</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>tbsnews.net</td>
<td>xinjiang terrorism</td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>iol.co.za</td>
<td>urumqi</td>
<td>bing news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>google news</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using an exact title match between a corpus of Chinese state media articles and article titles in our dataset, we find that reposted content frequently features in our collected search results across Google Search, Google News, Bing Search, and Bing News for keywords related to Xinjiang. The sources reposting Chinese state media content are diverse — 19 different news outlets from 16 different countries for a total of 65 unique headlines. Including these sources in our analysis would increase the total number of Chinese state media occurrences in search results by nearly 10%. In Table 2, we detail the top ten sources of syndicated content from Chinese state media. As is evident, some outlets are more prolific than others. For example, Helsinki Times, an English-language Finnish news outlet that has a separate section dedicated to reposting China Daily, appeared in the top search results for the term “Xinjiang debunked” on 119 of 120 days of web search (Figure 14). One article from the Helsinki Times that appears in our top web search results nearly every day, titled “Witnessing the real Xinjiang, foreign diplomats debunk lies,” seeks to discredit conventional wisdom about what is happening in Xinjiang and to bolster Beijing’s narratives.42

**FIGURE 14**

A Helsinki Times article that appeared on web search results on 119 of 120 days monitored
Another outlet that appears in our dataset for syndicated reposting of Chinese state media is the Big News Network. In 2020, the Big News Network was a focus of a broader investigation by the EU DisinfoLab into a disinformation apparatus tied to India that targeted the European Union and the United Nations.\(^\text{43}\) This outlet shared at least 28 different state media articles that appeared in our top search results for “Xinjiang terrorism,” “Urumqi,” “Kashgar,” “Xinjiang debunked,” and “Xinjiang” on a total of 60 of 120 days of observation.

The syndication network for Chinese state media also often cuts across several outlets that may repost the same stories: in one case, a narrative about one Uyghur family’s generational prosperity in Xinjiang appeared in our top search results for the term “Urumqi” from four different news outlets (Figure 15).

**FIGURE 15**

Four different outlets shared the same Chinese state content
State-affiliated influencers increase the reach of Beijing-backed content by at least 27% on YouTube

Content hosting agreements are not the only place where state-backed media may flourish. Specific to YouTube, Chinese state narratives are also spread by influencers who create content about topics of interest to the Chinese government, including Xinjiang and the COVID-19 pandemic. The Chinese government has leveraged the content created by these influencers as part of a global propaganda push by the state to counter critical reporting from authoritative news outlets. Beijing’s relationships with influencers have an amplification effect similar to syndication but may be even more difficult to identify because these relationships, as well as possible agreements formalizing them, are generally opaque.

In 2021, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) published research into a network of Beijing-friendly influencers on YouTube, with a specific focus on channels producing content about Xinjiang. The study identified influencers based on how frequently Chinese state media or officials reposted their content, as well as the influencers’ appearances on or contributions to state media channels. Figure 16 shows an example of one channel identified in the ASPI report, including a screenshot of a video and the “About” page, which describes a “Dad and Son, from England but kickin’ it in China.” This channel has more than 40 million views.

**FIGURE 16**
An example of Beijing-linked influencer content (left) and account details (right) on YouTube
ASPI found that influencer content generally relied on two approaches to challenging established coverage of Xinjiang, including: (1) promoting a positive and vibrant image of life in the region by highlighting local customs and culture; and (2) calling out “Western injustices” and biases to counter allegations of forced labor and detention centers. These attempts at reframing narratives of Xinjiang are similar to those found across search results in our dataset, yet due to the nature of veiled connections to Beijing, they were undetected in our primary analysis. Drawing on the list of influencers compiled in the ASPI report, we found that 16 accounts with Beijing connections frequently appear in YouTube search results across both Xinjiang and COVID-19 terms (Figure 17).

**FIGURE 17**

**Accounting for Beijing-linked influencers in top YouTube search results increases the number of total state media hits by 27%**

If we account for these influencers in our findings, they increase the total number of state media hits across YouTube’s top search results by 27%, from 3,568 to 4,522 videos with known state affiliations. It is likely that the network documented by ASPI still represents an undercount of Chinese-backed influencers across YouTube, given the difficulty of identifying these relationships.
RESOURCES AND INTENT

These findings highlight Beijing’s unique edge in seeding the internet with their preferred narratives. A key driver of this information power lies in resources — state media can produce content about strategic topics beyond the constraints of newsworthiness. The resource advantage has three consequences. First, it enables a consistent stream of state-backed narratives to flow into the broader information environment through state websites, where it can be amplified by state actors on social media. Second, the continuous publication of content optimizes performance, as a number of search engine algorithms prioritize freshness. Independent media are beholden to news cycles that are defined by current events, public attention, and resource availability. Even when credible independent coverage does not lose relevance for a result, it may become stale — and thus outperformed by a steady stream of state media content. Finally, the resources of state media outlets allow them to operate without paywalls and without dependence on subscriptions. This may attract more readers than content that requires a paid subscription.

A matter that is less clear, though equally relevant to understanding Chinese state media rank in search results, is that of intent. Whether Chinese state outlets proactively manipulate search engine vulnerabilities to dominate search results for strategic terms, or whether the remarkable performance of their content is a byproduct of volume and freshness, remains unknown. However, while this report has not established that Chinese state media make deliberate efforts to capture strategic search terms, the consequences for audiences are largely unchanged. Propaganda and state narratives, by design, are imbued with political intent. Even if prominence among search results is an unintentional consequence of state domains’ resource advantage and strategic use of language, the negative impact on the integrity of search environments remains.
PART 4.
MOVING TOWARD SOLUTIONS

CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Recent scholarship has explored a range of ways in which search engines contribute to the pollution of the information environment, whether due to manipulation of results by malign actors or general algorithmic performance. The most relevant to this report is research about data voids, which are search engine vulnerabilities shaped by missing data, algorithmic logic, and media manipulation. Defined by Michael Golebiewski and danah boyd as search environments in which results are “limited, nonexistent, or deeply problematic,” data voids present opportunities for manipulation through search engine optimization. Golebiewski and boyd define different types of data voids. Breaking news data voids, for example, occur when users search for news-related keywords before journalistic coverage catches up. These data voids are shaped by an information supply chain problem that is temporary. Another type of data void manipulation involves fragmented concepts — a way to segment users who are searching for the same concept (but through different frames) into distinct information environments. For example, users searching for “social justice” are led to a far more liberal well of information than those searching for “wokeness” or “cancel culture,” the terms more commonly used by conservative outlets. The resulting information environment is related to what Eli Pariser calls a filter bubble — a state of information isolation that arises from content personalization.

There has also been significant progress in investigating intentional manipulation of search engine results, largely focusing on content generated by nonstate actors — extremist groups, conspiracy theorists, hate groups, and junk news outlets among those with political or social motivations, as well as commercial actors utilizing the rapidly growing search engine optimization (SEO) industry for financial gain. Samantha Bradshaw, for example, conducted a three-year study of how junk news websites optimize content discoverability on Google Search through basic SEO and marketing strategies. Golebiewski and boyd’s seminal research on data voids illuminated campaigns by white nationalists, fringe political groups, and conspiracy theorists to use search engines as tools to amplify problematic content — perhaps exemplified most tragically by the white supremacist Dylan Roof, who, after murdering nine African Americans in a church in South Carolina, stated that he had been radicalized after Googling “black on white crime.” Other researchers have explored how far-right groups specifically target DuckDuckGo to spread politically motivated content, and how the quality of results for contested topics differs between search engines like Google and Bing.

A number of organizations have built on this research to expand our understanding of search engines’ role in information consumption, the risks of limited or low-quality data, and pathways to stronger information integrity. In September 2020, in response to problematic information flows surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, First Draft and the University of Sheffield introduced a framework for monitoring the demand and supply of information related to public health, based on signals like search trends and fact checking reports. The project introduced the idea of data deficits, situations defined by high interest in a topic and low availability of credible information.
information about the topic, as a way to capture mismatches in the information supply chain. Also in 2020, researchers at Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center conducted a project to identify the quantifiable dimensions of data voids, and to create a framework for understanding the harms posed by poor search performance.55

Companies running search engines have also signaled strong awareness of the power and responsibilities of their tools in information infrastructure. In February 2021, Google unrolled a Search feature that provides users with context about the results they see. The feature, in beta at the time of writing, is essentially an “about this result” pop-up that provides information about when a site was first indexed, whether the result is an ad, whether connection to the site is secure, and, when available, a description of the site from Wikipedia.56 In June 2021, Google unrolled a warning notice for search results that are rapidly changing and may not contain reliable sources—a move that addresses risks associated with breaking news events, when public interest in a topic may outpace journalistic coverage.57 Google has also expanded the regional availability of its Questions Hub, a tool that identifies content gaps (including by asking users what questions they were unable to answer through Search) and helps coordinate efforts to fill them.

EVOLVING PLATFORM POLICIES RELATED TO STATE MEDIA

In the early months of 2022, Western technology companies, including search engines, enacted measures to limit the reach of Russian state media. Google removed Russian state-funded publishers from Google News results. Google-owned YouTube blocked Kremlin media globally, after initially banning RT and Sputnik in Ukraine and the EU. Microsoft announced it would remove RT news apps from the Windows app store and tweak Bing so that it only returns RT and Sputnik links “when a user clearly intends to navigate to those pages.”58 These measures reflect the extraordinary nature of the crisis in Ukraine and the intense pressure technology companies faced from governments and the public to take action. Some of these changes will apply to Chinese state media, which are actively distorting narratives around another crisis—the one simmering in Xinjiang. Many will not.

Notable platform policies regarding state media

• **Account labeling**: Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube label state media accounts, including Russian and Chinese outlets. YouTube began the practice of providing publisher context for state-funded media in 2018, and Twitter and Facebook followed in 2020.59

• **Source context**: In 2021, Google rolled out a beta feature that provides users information about each search result, including a brief description of the source, the web page’s language, and whether the result is an ad.60

Notable policy updates

• **Demonetization**: Google, YouTube, Twitter, Meta, and Microsoft demonetized Russian state media.61

• **Targeted deranking or deamplification**: Google and Microsoft enacted policies to de-rank Russian state media content in search results.62 (Google has previously claimed to derank Russian state media, albeit not in an official company statement.63) YouTube blocked access to channels linked to Russian state media, initially in Europe and then globally.64 Twitter implemented a new policy that limits the recommendation of state-run accounts from a country that “blocks or limits access to online services within their state, undercutting the public’s voice and ability to freely access information, but continues to use online services for their own communications.”65 Some have interpreted that this new policy may also include China.

• **Extension of state media labels**: Twitter has attached a content warning label to any tweet sharing links from state-affiliated media from a number of countries, including Russia and China, regardless of the account sharing the content.66
**RECOMMENDATIONS**

While these efforts undoubtedly contribute to information integrity, much remains to be done to address the vulnerabilities of search engines to surfacing state-backed or manipulated content — and to protect the role of search engines as an indispensable part of today's information infrastructure. The problems detailed in this report are nots for search engines to address alone. Rather, responsibilities should be shared by content creators and search engines:

- **Address hosting, reposting, and syndication:**
  As this research has suggested, content hosting and syndication agreements between international news outlets and Chinese state media are a potentially significant avenue for the proliferation of Beijing's narratives, including misleading and conspiratorial content. Alarmingly, outlets that host content from agencies like Xinhua do not always clearly label the original source. Authoritative outlets should reconsider their agreements with state media that do not have appropriate controls to ensure editorial independence. At a minimum, outlets should enhance disclosure and labels to better inform audiences about sources of information. Search engines, in turn, can consider ways to add labels to syndicated content, or to clearly link to original sources.

- **Enhance labeling and context:**
  Some search engines have already begun providing information about the domains that populate results — for example, Google is testing an “about this result” feature in Search. To enable users to better navigate their search for information, search engines should formalize the practice of providing context to users and consider including clear labels for state domains.

- **Provide notices about result quality:**
  Sometimes, low quantities of relevant content — or high-quality content — mean that an engine is unable to deliver reliable results for a query. Representatives of major search engines have signaled awareness of this issue, and as previously noted, Google has unrolled a notice for breaking news events, when rapidly changing news presents a problem for the engine's ability to deliver reliable results. This report recommends expanding the use of such notices to other situations where the quality of results is in question, including contested terms or topics that are a battleground for search dominance.

- **Increase public understanding of how search engines rank and deliver information:**
  More broadly, search engines could contribute to public education about how engines find, rank, and surface content. User trust in engines like Google remains high, but there is little evidence that users have a strong understanding of the factors that determine results. Digital and media literacy are often touted as ways to make technology users less vulnerable to manipulation, and this certainly rings true in addressing audiences' susceptibilities to state narratives and conspiratorial content. Establishing discrete areas of literacy is essential to this solution, and should include user understanding of how search engines operate and how both search algorithms and users’ own online behavior influence results.
• Link search results across related terms: Small but meaningful changes to spelling or certain abbreviations may yield vastly different search results despite referencing the same information. For example, recent research around the conflict in Ukraine found that different content surfaced in Google News when the capital city of Ukraine was spelled “Kiev” (the Russian-rooted spelling) vs. “Kyiv” (the Ukrainian-rooted spelling). The former was more likely to surface Russian state-backed content (before Google decided not to surface it), although both names refer to the same geographic location. Similarly, the terms “Luhansk People’s Republic” and “Donetsk People’s Republic” did not return a large number of Russian state media, but their abbreviations “LPR” and “DPR” overwhelmingly returned state-backed content. Linking highly related terms so that they return similar content can help ensure that more authoritative information surfaces in search results, particularly in times of crisis.

• Collaborate and share information with other search engines: Major search engines have collaborated in the past to improve the performance of their technologies. However, responses to state media content and instances of keyword capture have been mixed. Collaboration across the sector could identify best approaches, policies, and technical solutions. The goal should not necessarily be the formation of a new institution or formal mechanism, but rather more substantive information exchange on how to address common vulnerabilities.

• Determine how audiences are searching for information: There are many ways to harness strategic communication strategies to counter the proliferation of state-backed narratives, but those strategies are largely beyond the scope of this research. This report recommends one general course of action for content creators who cover issues related to or of importance to Beijing, including research organizations, government officials, and activists: developing a deeper understanding of how audiences are searching for their stories and maintaining awareness of efforts to subvert them. Incorporating audience behavior and narrative challenges into tagging, keyword use, and broader communication strategies can go a long way in counteracting misleading stories.

Users are also an important part of solutions, as their engagement with content and search engine features contributes to the evolution of these tools. However, this report refrains from giving specific recommendations to users at this stage, beyond the support for tailored digital literacy outlined above. User behavior unfolds within search environments controlled by technology companies and contested by the actors that vie for search dominance, and it is imperative to address the issues within these systems first.

These recommendations and findings are based on research into a specific set of state actors and their capture of strategic key terms. As researchers consider the role of search engines in the digital public sphere, we hope to see more inquiries into the role of state actors in other contested search environments, as well as broader inquiries into the vulnerabilities of search results to manipulation by political actors. Future areas of research should consider the role of language and location — two key factors in the personalization of search engine results. The performance of search within social media platforms is another critical area of study, particularly as more users treat the search bars of platforms as search engines. This report also identified gaps in available information about syndication networks and their role in amplifying state narratives, which warrant further analysis. Finally, we hope to see updated research about user trust in search engines, and the role of search within broader information consumption.
## Search engine primer: Purpose and rank factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Engine</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Main factors that determine search results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Google Search    | “Google Search puts the world’s information at your fingertips, helping people find helpful results for billions of queries every day.”     | • Meaning of query  
• Relevance of webpages  
• Quality of content  
• Usability of webpages  
• Context and settings                                                   |
| Google News      | “To help everyone understand the world by connecting people with high-quality news from a variety of perspectives.”                     | • Relevance  
• Interests  
• Location  
• Prominence  
• Authoritativeness  
• Freshness  
• Usability                                                                 |
| Bing Search      | “To connect users with the most relevant search results from the web—providing easy access to quality content produced by web publishers.” | • Relevance  
• Quality and credibility  
• User engagement  
• Freshness  
• Location  
• Page load time                                                           |
| Bing News        | “Find and read up-to-the-minute and in-depth coverage of world events.”                                                                    |                                                                                                          |
| YouTube Search   | “Sorting through a vast number of videos to find the most relevant and useful results to your search query, and presenting them in a way that helps you find what you’re looking for.” | • Relevance  
• Engagement  
• Quality  
YouTube Search prioritizes different factors in areas like music or entertainment (where relevance, freshness, and popularity define results) and areas like news, politics, and health (where authoritativeness of content plays a significant role). |

**SOURCES**: Google; Microsoft; Microsoft Bing; YouTube
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